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 Courtney M. Ellis (1888-1964) was born in Woodbury, a small town in Butler 
County, Kentucky.  At the age of ten he decided that he wanted to be a steamboatman 
and, by age twelve, he was serving as part-time watchman on a government boat in 
Woodbury.  He held his first job as an ashhauler on the Bowling Green, Kentucky 
towboat Emma and learned the rivers by working as a deckhand, fireman, watchman, 
cook and apprentice engineer (or “striker” as it was known in those days), later 
becoming a licensed marine engineer.  He worked on packets belonging to the Lee Line 
of Memphis, Tennessee, and the Eagle Packet Company and the Streckfus Steamers, 
Inc., of St. Louis, Missouri.  He was also employed by the St. Louis railroad transfer 
boats. 
 His interest in river life seemed a natural one as his grandfather, Captain Alex 
Gulliver, was a master and pilot on the lower Ohio River and Green River.  His uncle, 
Charles Gulliver, was head mate on the City of Louisville, City of Cincinnati, and on 
Green River packet boats, while his father was a clerk on Green River boats. 
 Following his riverboat days, Ellis was an inspector with the Travelers Insurance 
Company for thirty-five years, retiring a few years before his death.  During his 
retirement, Ellis collected a large number of steamboat photographs and mementos 
about the steamboat era.  He was a crew member of the Avalon during her days of 
commercial service on the Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri rivers.  The Avalon was later 
named the Belle of Louisville.  On his last river trip, Ellis served as second engineer on 
the Belle of Louisville as she won her steamboat race with the Delta Queen at 
Louisville, Kentucky. 
 Ellis always considered the Green River area his home and called it “my native 
country and beloved river where I learned to swim, caught fish, rowed a yaul.”   As a 
young man he knew every mile of the Green, Barren, Nolin, and Rough Rivers and 
“navigated every foot of their navigable lengths.”  Calling himself a “self-appointed 
authority and historian” on these rivers, Ellis gathered data, pictures, and other historical 
information preparatory to writing a book about the Green River and her tributaries.  He 
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planned for the book to be chiefly composed of pictures, accompanied by his personal 
experiences.  “With few exceptions, it is my belief that I have a picture of every 
steamboat that ever operated on the Green River,” he stated. 
 
 Bibliographical Notes 
 
The Collection. 
The Waterways Journal, May 9, 1964 





 Most of this collection is comprised of photographs of steamboats and other river 
boats (including captains, crews, interiors, and wrecks), river towns, locks and dams of 
the Ohio and Mississippi River Valleys.  An alphabetical index of these photographs 
appears at the end of this document (p. 12).  Also included are a tape recording of the 
Delta Queen’s calliope tunes, masters’ licenses, newspaper clippings, navigational 





BOX 1 Correspondence, clippings, and 1906-1964 236 items 
  miscellaneous printed items 
 
Folder 1a Inventory and separation sheet    1 item 
 
Folder 1 Courtney Ellis – Correspondence  1939-1964 42 items 
   
  1a – Courtney Ellis – Outgoing letters 1941-1936 5 items 
  
  1b – Courtney Ellis – Incoming letters 1939-1964 24 items 
 
  1c – Courtney Ellis – Letters (2) from 1947-1963 13 items 
   Jake Meanly with pictures and 
   printed materials on various 
   steamboats 
 
Folder 2 Courtney Ellis – Incoming postcards 1906-1962 46 items 
    (mostly of rivers) used for  
    correspondence  
 
Folder 3 Steamboats – Notes on picture   1949-1964 54 items 
    collection and descriptions 
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  3a – Steamboats – Notes and   1956-1964 8 items 
  descriptions, Big Hatchie, 1956-1964; 
  City of Clarksville; Park City/Gayosa; 
  Caruthersville, Arethusa; etc. 
 
  3b – Picture collection, orders and  1955-1964 46 items 
  lists – Notes 
 
Folder 4 Steamboats and related information 1949-1961 6 items 
 
  4a – History of steamboat J.C. Kerr/ 1954  1 item 
  Chaperon /Choctaw, 1884,1904,1922 
 
  4b – Notes on Felix Z. Zollicoffer   1949  1 item 
  Wilson and the bridges over the  
  Cumberland River at Nashville 
 
  4c – A list of steamboat engineers 1961  1 item 
  operating around and out of St. Louis 
 
  4d – Notes of Courtney Ellis’ visit to 1961  1 item 
  tomb of Capt. Thomas G. Ryan ,  
  1841-1904, in Mt. Olive Cemetery 
 
  4e – Notes of Courtney Ellis’ meeting 1959  1 item 
  with Capt. J.B. Wyckoff, Memphis, TN 
 
  4f – Notes on “Sallie’s Rock” and   1957  1 item 
  Sallie Beck Erickson, 1872-1957 
 
Folder 5 Newspaper clippings about rivers: 1916-1963 11 items 
  Cumberland, Mississippi, Ohio, and 
  Green 
 
Folder 6 Newspaper clippings – Miscellaneous 1918-1962 50 items 
 
  6a – Newspaper clippings – Various 1939-1960 11 items 
  people including Jenny Lind and  
  Sallie Beck Erickson 
 
  6b – Newspaper photos from Butler  Sept.1,1960 12 items 
  County Sesquicentennial Edition of the 
  Green River Republican, Kentucky 
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  6c – Newspaper clippings; Joe Curtis, 1948-1952 21 items 
  “In the Pilothouse”, Memphis  
  Commercial Appeal 
 
  6d – Newspaper clippings and pictures 1931-1959 6 items 
  of boats 
 
Folder 7 Miscellaneous printed items  1939-1962 18 items 
  
  7a – Brief Review of River Trans-  1950  1 item 
  portation, by Capt. Edward Maurer 
 
  7b – Miscellaneous items about   1939-1962 17 items 
  boats 
 
Folder 8 Courtney Ellis – Biography written by 1954-1964 8 items 
  his sister, Mrs. Will Lewis, portrait of 
  Courtney Ellis; and miscellaneous 
  clippings about Ellis 
 
 
BOX 2 PRINTED Materials – Miscellaneous 1913-1962 91 items 
 
Folder 1 Printed items – Miscellaneous  1922-1962 6 items 
 
  1a -  The Intracoastal Waterway, Dept. 1948  2 items 
  of the Army, Corps of Engineers,  
  Atlantic and Gulf Sections, Part I-II 
 
  1b – Hughes, Jesse P.  Cap’n   1951  1 item 
  Hughes Steamboat Sketchbook 
 
  1c – Pamphlets: The Independence 1922-1962 3 items 
  County (Ark.) Chronicle; St. Louis  
  Primeval Recent and Future: A Glance 
  at Old Cahawba, Alabama’s Early  
  Capital 
 
Folder 2 Steamboats – Pamphlets and rivers 1913-1960 10 items 
   
  2a – River and boating stories and 1950-1960 4 items 
  experiences – Pamphlets 
 
  2b – Catalogs of steamboats:   1913  2 items 
  construction, equipment, and uniforms 
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  2c – Pamphlets – Miscellaneous  1942-1960 4 items 
 
Folder 3 Printed items – Miscellaneous  1948-1964 19 items 
 
  3a – Steamboat  Bill of Facts, Journal 1950-1954 2 items 
  of the Steamship Historical Society of 
  America, no. 34, 52 
 
  3b – ”Saga of TVA Turbine’s Final 1961  5 items 
  Assembly” picture story, Paradise TVA 
  station 
 
  3c – “Waterside Plant Construction” 1961  1 item 
  article released by American Waterways 
  Operators, Inc. 
 
  3d – The Sohian, published by the  1949  2 items 
  Standard Oil Company of Ohio, vol. 21,  
  no. 6-7 
 
  3e – Sailing directions from Cairo, IL,  1959  1 item 
  to Pittsburg, PA, prepared by Lt. Comdr. 
  Arthur J. Schletker 
 
  3f – Booklet of the showboat Majestic, 1953-1960 3 items 
  Souvenir Program at Chain of Rocks 
  Locks-Canal and the Tennessee 
  Conservationalist, vol.26, no.5 
 
  3g – Lists of the Corps of Engineers, 1948-1952 2 items 
  Mississippi River Commission’s  
  publications 
 
  3h – Issue of “Steamboat Times” from  1961-1964 2 items 
  the Delta Queen and issue of “Sparks” 
  of the Louisville Rotary Club 
 
  3i – Tape recording – Caliope on the  1960  1 item 
  Delta Queen, “Singing the Lead Line” 
  by Joe Coleman, etc. (Removed to Tape 
  Recording Collection in the Kentucky 
  Library) 
 
Folder 4 The Waterways Journal, vol. 78, no.6-7, 1964  2 items 
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  (May 9 and 16, 1964) 
Folder 5 Boat pictures and articles –   1936-1959 54 items 
  Miscellaneous and mostly undated 
 
 
BOX 3 SPRAGUE blueprints, postcards of 1963  114 items 
  boats and rivers, and photo negatives 
 
Folder 1 Sprague (sternwheeler) – Complete n.d.  1 item 
  blueprints (8 sheets) 
 
Folder 2 Boats and rivers – Postcards  n.d.  57 items 
 
Folder 3 Photos – Negatives    n.d.  56 items 
 
 
BOX 4 NAVIGATION maps, photos, and  1862-1962 13 items 
BSB  misc. printed items 
 
Folder 1 Sprague (sternwheeler) – Photo  n.d.  1 item 
 
Folder 2 Nashville, Tennessee wharf – Photo 1862  1 item 
 
Folder 3 Mississippi Sternwheelers, The Ships 1947  1 item 
  and Sailing albums, book 1, compiled by 
  Capt. Frederick Way, Jr. 
 
Folder 4 Down the Mississippi by Oscar Strobel - 1955  1 item 
  Calendar illustrated with pictures of the 
  Mississippi River watershed 
 
Folder 5 Avalon (sternwheeler) – Photos and  1954-1962 3 items 
  Calhoun, Kentucky newspaper clippings 
 
Folder 6 Maps of the Mississippi River, Cairo, IL, 1939  1 item 
  the Gulf of Mexico, Louisiana,  
  Mississippi River Commission 
 
Folder 7  Maps of the Mississippi River, Cairo, Ill., 1946  1 item 
  the Gulf of Mexico, Louisiana,  
  Mississippi River Commission 
 
Folder 8 Navigation Maps of the Intracoastal  1948  1 item 
  Waterway, Gulf Section, Atchafalaya 
  River System, Mississippi River  
  Commission 




Folder 9 Navigation Maps of the Intracoastal  1951  1 item 
  Waterway, Gulf Section, Atchafalaya 
  River System, Mississippi River  
  Commission 
 
Folder 10 Maps of Ouachita and Black River, 1949  1 item 
  Mississippi River Commission 
 
Folder 11 Flood Control and Navigation Maps of  1951  1 item 
  the Mississippi River, Mississippi River  





MSS ELLIS, Courtney M.,    1862 -1971 
48  1888-1964 
 
  Photos and informational material relating 
 to steamboats which operated in the Ohio and 
 Mississippi River Valleys, including correspondence 
 with other collectors and steamboatsmen, and 
 publications on steamboating. 
  4 boxes.  52 folders.  3,959 items.  Originals, 
 photographs. 





Anchor Line Boats – Photos 
Arkansas – White River B1, 1a 
Art and artists – Mississippi River  B4, BSB 8,9 
Atchafalaya River – Navigation – Maps  
Avalon – Steamboat B1,6d 
Beaver Dam  
Black River – Navigation – Maps B4, BSB, 10 
Blueprints – Steamboats B3,1 
Bowling Green – Steamboat B1,6 
Bridges – Photos 
Bridges – Cumberland River – Nashville  B1,4b 
Buckner, Simon Bolivar, 1823-1914 B1,5 
Butler County – Photos B1,6b 
Cabins and crews – Steamboats – Photos 
Calcasieu River – Navigation – Maps B4,BSB,9 
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Calhoun – History B4,BSB, 5 
Calliope – Tape recording  B2,3i 
Chaperon – Steamboat B2,3a 
Cincinnati Inland Rivers Library B2,2c 
Civil War – Gunboats B3,2 
Civil War – Rochester Locks – Green River B1,5 
Civil War – Steamboats as hospitals B3,2 
Corps of Engineers, Mississippi River Commission B2,3g 
Cumberland River – Newspaper photos and clippings  B1,5 
Cumberland River – Steamboats – Photos  
Curtis, Joe, Captain, 1871-1959 B1,5 
Dabbs, George – Photographer  B1,6b 
Delta Queen – Steamboat – Calliope – Tape recording B2,3i 
Ellis, Courtney M., 1888-1964 
Ellis, Courtney M., 1888-1964 – Photos  B1,8 
Emmick, Willard G.  B1,1a 
Engineer’s licenses  B1,7a 
Erickson, Sallie Beck, 1872-1957  B1,4f 
Excursion boats – Photos 
Ferry boats – Photos 
Flood control – Mississippi River – Maps  B4,BSB,11 
Gordon C. Greene – Steamboats  B1,6d 
Greene, Gordon C., Captain  B1,6d 
Green River   B1,5 
Green River – Calhoun Locks B1,5 
Green River – Rochester Locks – Civil War B1,5 
Green River – Steamboats – Photos 
Greenwood, Mississippi – Steamboating  B1,1b 
Gunboats – Civil War –Photos 
Hines, John Porter, 1878-1961 B1,1b 
Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio B2,3f 
Hughes, Jesse P.  B2,1b 
Indiana – New Albany B1,5 
Inco No.1 – Barge B1,5 
Inland Rivers Library, Cincinnati  B2,2c 
Inland Water Transportation B1,7a 
“In the Pilothouse” – Joe Curtis B1,6c 
Intracoastal waterways  B2,1a 
Journalism – Columnists – Steamboats  B1,6c 
”Leadline”, Heaving the B2,2a 
”Leadline”, Singing the – Tape recording  B2,3i 
Lee, Robert E. – Steamboat B2,2a 
Lepper, William C.  B2,2a 
Liberty – Steamboat B2,2 
Licenses – Engineers B1,7a 
Lighthouse tender – Photos 
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Lind, Jenny, 1820-1887 – Nashville visit, 1850  B1,6a 
Locks and dams – Photos 
Logboat – Photos 
Majestic – Showboat B2,3f 
Maps – Flood control – Mississippi River  B4,BSB,11 
Maps – Navigation – Atchafalaya River  B4,BSB, 8 
Maps – Navigation – Black River  B4,BSB, 10 
Maps – Navigation – Calcasieu River B4, BSB, 9 
Maps – Navigation – Mississippi River B4,BSB,10 
Maps – Navigation – Ouachita River 
“Mark Twain”, Singing the “Leadline” – Tape recording B2,3i 
Maurer, Edward, Captain  B1,7a 
Mission ship (Steamboat) – Photos 
Mississippi – Steamboating B1,1b 
Mississippi River – Art and artists  B4,BSB, 10 
Mississippi River Commission, U.S. – Maps 
Mississippi River – Flood control – Maps 
Mississippi River – Ice jam – Photos, 1962 
Mississippi River – Navigation – Maps 
Mississippi River – Steamboats – Photos 
Mississippi River – Steamboats – Reminiscences B1,6c 
Models – Steamboats – Photos 
Morgantown – Photos 
Nashville, Tennessee – Bridges B1,4d 
Natchez – Steamboat B2,2a 
Navigation – Atchafalaya River – Maps 
Navigation – Black River – Maps  B4, 10 
Navigation – Calcasieu River – Maps B4,9 
Navigation – Mississippi River – Maps B4,7,11 
Navigation – Ouachita River – Maps B4,10 
New Albany, Indiana B1,5 
Ohio River – Excursion steamboats – Photos 
Ohio River – Navigation B2,3e 
Ohio River- Steamboats – Photos 
Ohio River – Steamboats – Reminiscences 
Ohio River – Towboats – Photos 
Ouachita River – Navigation – Maps 
Ouachita River – Steamboats – Photos 
Paradise – TVA Power Plant B2,3d 
Photo shopboats – Photos 
Pioneer Rivermen, Sons and Daughters of B2,2c 
Postcards – Steamboats B1,2 
Railway barges – Photos 
Reelfoot Lake legend B2,3f 
River transportation  B1,7a 
Riverfronts – Photos 
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Rivermen – Obituaries B1,6a 
Robert E. Lee – Steamboat B2,2a 
Robert E. Lee – Natchez Steamboat Race B2,2a 
Rochester Locks – Green River – Civil War B1,5 
Ryman, Tomas G., Captain, 1841-1904    B1,4d 
St. Louis – History  B2,1c 
Sallie’s Rock – Barren River – Warren County  B1,4f 
Showboats  B2,1b 
Showboats – Photos 
Snagboats – Photos 
Sons and Daughters of Pioneer Rivermen B2,2c 
Steamboat crews – Uniforms B2,2b 
Steamboat disasters – Photos 
Steamboat engineers – St. Louis, Missouri, 1910-1929 B1,4c 
Steamboat engineer’s licenses B1,7a 
Steamboat lines 
Steamboat pilots 
Steamboat pilots – Women 
Steamboat whistles 
Steamboats – Alabama B2,1c 
Steamboats and steamboat affairs – Correspondence 
Steamboats and steamboat affairs – Memoirs B2,2a 
Steamboats – Arkansas 
Steamboats as hospitals – Civil War 
Steamboats – Construction 
Steamboats – Cumberland River – Photos 
Steamboats – Design B2,2b 
Steamboats – Drawings and blueprints B3,1 
Steamboats – Green River – Photos 
Steamboats – History B1,3a 
Steamboats – Journalism B1,6c 
Steamboats – Mississippi River – Photos 
Steamboats – Models – Photos 
Steamboats – Notes, research material, etc. 
Steamboats – Ohio River – Photos 
Steamboats – Ouachita River – Photos 
Steamboats – Periodicals   B2,3a,d 
Steamboats – Photos  
Steamboats – Poetry 
Steamboats – Postcards B1,2 
Steamboats – Sketches  B2,1b 
Steamboats – Tennessee River – Photos 
Streckfus Steamboat Line  B2,2c 
Strobel, Oscar B4,BSB,4 
Tennessee River – Steamboats – Photos 
Tippitt, William, Captain B3,2 
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Towboats – Ohio River – Photos 
Towboats – Photos 
Transfer steamers – Photos 
Uniforms, rivermen  B2,2b 
Waterside Plant Construction B2,3c 
Waterways, Intracoastal  B2,1a 
Way, Fred, Jr., B1,1b 
White River, Arkansas B1,1a 
Wilson, Felix Zolicoffer B1,4b 
Women – Steamboat pilots 









































INDEX OF STEAMBOATS AND RELATED PHOTOS IN  
THE  COURTNEY ELLIS COLLECTION (MSS 48) 
 
 
Name      Envelope No(s). 
 
A 
A. B. Sheets  (sternwheeler)  EFC 1 
A. C. Jaynes  (sternwheeler)  EFC 2 
A. D. Allen  (sternwheeler)   EFC 3 
A. I. Baker  (sternwheeler)   EFC 4 
A. J. Whitney  (sternwheeler)  EFC 5 
A. L. Mason  (sternwheeler)  EFC 6 
A. O. Ackard  (sternwheeler)  EFC 7 
A. R. Budd  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC 8 
A. W. Armstrong  (sternwheeler)  EFC 9 
Abigail  (sternwheeler)   EFC 10 
Adam Jacobs  (sidewheeler)  EFC11 
Addie T.  (sternwheeler)   EFC12 
Admiral  (sidewheeler) EFC13   
Adolf Hitler Canal EFC14 
Advance  (sternwheeler) EFC15    
Alabama  (sternwheeler)   EFC16 
Albany  (towboat)    EFC17 
Albatross  (sidewheeler)   EFC18 
Alert  (sternwheeler)   EFC19 
Alex Mitchell  (sidewheeler)  EFC20 
Alex Perry  (sternwheeler)   EFC21 
Alexander Hamilton  (sidewheeler) EFC22 
Alexandria Louisiana (wharf scene) EFC23 
Alice B. Miller  (sternwheeler)  EFC24 
Alice Brown  (sternwheeler)  EFC25 
Alice Dean  (sidewheeler)   EFC26 
Alice Edna  (sternwheeler)   EFC27 
Alicia  (sternwheeler)   EFC28 
Allen J. Duncan  (sternwheeler)  EFC29 
Allie Riggs  (sternwheeler)   EFC30 
Alma  (sternwheeler)   EFC31  
Altair (sternwheeler)   EFC32 
Alton (sidewheeler)    EFC33 
Alton (sternwheeler)   EFC34 
Altona  (sidewheeler)   EFC35  
Amaranth  (sidewheeler)   EFC36 
Amazonka  (sternwheeler)   EFC37 
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America  (sidewheeler)   EFC38 
America  (sternwheeler)   EFC39, 781 
American  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC40 
Andes  (sternwheeler)   EFC41 
Andy Baum  (sidewheeler)   EFC42 
Andy Johnson  (sidewheeler)  EFC43 
Ann Bailey  (sidewheeler)   EFC44 
Annie Laurie  (sternwheeler)  EFC45 
Annie P. Silver  (sidewheeler)  EFC46 
Annie Russell  (sternwheeler)  EFC47 
Antoinette  (towboat)   EFC48 
Apollo No. 1  (sternwheeler)  EFC49 
Applings Floating Studio (barge)  EFC50 
Arethusa  (sternwheeler)   EFC51 
Argand  (sternwheeler)   EFC52 
Arkansas  (sternwheeler)   EFC53 
Arkansas Belle  (sidewheeler)  EFC54    
Arkansas City  (sidewheeler)  EFC55 
Armada  (sidewheeler)   EFC56 
Artemus Lamb  (sternwheeler)  EFC57 
Assumption  (sternwheeler)  EFC58 
August Wohlt  (sternwheeler)  EFC59 
Augusta  (sidewheeler)   EFC60 
Autocrat  (sidewheeler)   EFC61 
Aux Vases (U.S. engineering tender) EFC618 
Avalon  (sternwheeler)   EFC62 
 
B 
B. F. Yoakum  (ferry)   EFC63 
B. M. Runyan    EFC794 
B. S. Rhea  (sternwheeler)   EFC64, 245 
B. T. Enos  (sternwheeler)   EFC65 
Bald Eagle  (sternwheeler)   EFC66 
Baltic      EFC67 
Baltic-Diana steamboat race  EFC67 
Barnett  (sternwheeler)   EFC181 
Barren River (river scene)   EFC68 
Barrett Lines Towboats (sternwheelers) EFC69 
Barrette Portrait Company Boat  EFC70 
Bart Able  (sidewheeler)   EFC71 
Baton Rouge, LA, Ferry Landing  EFC72 
Baton Rouge (screw propeller towboat) EFC73  
Baxter  (sternwheeler)   EFC74 
Bay Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC75 
Belfast  (sidewheeler)   EFC76 
Belk, Captain John (portrait)  EFC77 
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Belle Creole  (sidewheeler)  EFC78 
Belle Gould     EFC660 
Belle Lee  (sidewheeler)   EFC79 
Belle Memphis  (sidewheeler)  EFC80  
Belle Pike  (sidewheeler)   EFC89   
Belle of Alton  (sidewheeler)  EFC81 
Belle of the Bends  (sidewheeler)  EFC87 
Belle of Calhoun  (sternwheeler)  EFC82, 794 
Belle of the Coast  (sidewheeler)  EFC58, 88 
Belle of Louisville  (sternwheeler)  EFC83 
Belle of Memphis  (sidewheeler)  EFC84 
Belle of Peoria    EFC794 
Belle of St. Louis  (sidewheeler)  EFC86 
Belle of Shreveport  (sternwheeler) EFC85   
Bellevue  (sternwheeler)   EFC90 
Ben Campbell  (sidewheeler)  EFC91 
Ben Franklin  (sidewheeler)  EFC92 
Ben Hur  (sternwheeler)   EFC93 
Ben West  (sidewheeler)   EFC94 
Benton  (sternwheeler)   EFC95 
Benton Harbor, Michigan (river scene) EFC96 
Benton McMillian  (sternwheeler)  EFC97 
Bernice  (towboat)    EFC98, 355 
Berry, Captain William L. (portrait) EFC99 
Bertha  (towboat)    EFC100 
Bessie Siler  (sternwheeler)  EFC101 
Bessie Smith  (sternwheeler)  EFC102, 601 
Betsy Ann  (sternwheeler)   EFC103, 740 
Betts, Isaac W. (portrait)   EFC104 
Betty Lord  (sternwheeler)   EFC105 
Betty Turner  (sternwheeler)  EFC106 
Beulah Ray  (towboat)   EFC107 
Big Sandy  (sidewheeler)   EFC108 
Billy Koch  (towboat)   EFC109 
Birdie Bailey  (sternwheeler)  EFC110 
Bismark  (sternwheeler)   EFC111 
Black Hawk  (sidewheeler)   EFC112 
Blackhawk  (sternwheeler)   EFC113 
Blue Wing  (sternwheeler)   EFC114 
Bluff City  (sternwheeler)   EFC115 
Boaz  (sternwheeler)   EFC116 
Bob Blanks  (sternwheeler)  EFC117 
Bob Dudley  (sternwheeler)  EFC118, 794 
Bonanza  (sidewheeler)   EFC119, 195, 945 
Boone  (sternwheeler)   EFC120 
Bostona  (sidewheeler)   EFC121, 195 
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Bostona  No. 3  (sidewheeler)  EFC122 
Bowling Green (sternwheeler) – 1st  EFC123 
Bowling Green (sternwheeler) – 2nd  EFC124 
Bowling Green (sternwheeler) – 3rd  EFC125 
Bridgeport  (sternwheeler)   EFC126 
Brilliant  (sidewheeler)   EFC127 
Buckeye State  (sternwheeler)  EFC128 
Burlington  (sidewheeler)   EFC129 
Burnside  (sternwheeler)   EFC130 
Burnside, KY (river scene)   EFC131 
 
C 
C. C. Martin  (sternwheeler)  EFC132 
C. D. Fry     EFC181 
C. E. Hillman  (sidewheeler)  EFC133 
C. R. Hull  (sternwheeler)   EFC134 
C. R. Suter  (sidewheeler)   EFC135 
C. S. Pearcy  (sternwheeler)  EFC136 
C. T. Dumont  (sidewheeler)  EFC137 
C. W. Anderson  (sternwheeler)  EFC138 
C. W. Batchelor     EFC294 
Cairo  (U.S. gunboat)   EFC139 
Cairo, Illinois (river scene)   EFC140 
Calhoun  (side wheeler)   EFC141 
Calhoun, Kentucky (log boat rafting) EFC142 
Calypso  (sidewheeler)   EFC143 
Canada  (sidewheeler)   EFC144 
Canal Locks – Florence, Alabama EFC145 
Cannon, Captain John W. (portrait) EFC146 
Cape Fear River, NC (river scene) EFC147 
Cape Girardeau  (sidewheeler)  EFC148 
Cape Girardeau  (sternwheeler)  EFC149 
Capitol  (sternwheeler)   EFC150 
Carmania  (sternwheeler)   EFC151 
Carneal Goldman  (sternwheeler)  EFC152 
Carrie Brooks  (sternwheeler)  EFC153 
Carrie Brown (sternwheeler)  EFC154 
Carrizozo, New Mexico (street scene) EFC155 
Carrollton  (sternwheeler)   EFC156 
Carrollton, KY (Ice of 1916 – river scene)EFC157 
Caruthersville  (sternwheeler)  EFC158 
Cary-Bird  (sternwheeler - ferry)  EFC159 
Castalia  (sternwheeler)   EFC160 
Celina  (sternwheeler)   EFC131, 161, 200 
Centennial  (sidewheeler)   EFC162 
Centennial Showboat  (sternwheeler) EFC163   
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Chalmette  (sidewheeler)   EFC164 
Champ Clark  (sternwheeler)  EFC165 
Champion No. 6 (sternwheeler)  EFC729 
Champion No. 9  (sidewheeler)  EFC166 
Chany Lamb  (sternwheeler)  EFC167 
Chaperon  (sternwheeler)   EFC168, 372 
Charles B. Pearce  (sternwheeler) EFC169 
Charles Brown  (sternwheeler)  EFC170 
Charles F. Richardson  (towboat)  EFC171 
Charles Merrian  (sidewheeler)  EFC172 
Charles Morgan  (sidewheeler)  EFC173 
Charles R. Hook  (sternwheeler-   EFC174, 1110 
  towboat) 
Charles Rebstock  (sternwheeler)  EFC175 
Charles T. Campbell  (sternwheeler) EFC176 
Charley Curlin  (sternwheeler)  EFC177 
Charley McDonald  (sternwheeler) EFC178 
Charter  (sternwheeler - sand dredge) EFC179 
Chattahoochie  (sternwheeler)  EFC180 
Chattahoochie River, AL (river scene) EFC181  
Chattanooga  (sternwheeler)  EFC182 
Chenoka  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC183 
Cherokee  (sternwheeler)   EFC184 
Chesapeake  (sidewheeler)  EFC185 
Chester  (sternwheeler)   EFC82, 186 
Chevalier  (sternwheeler)   EFC187 
Chickasaw  (sternwheeler)   EFC188 
Chieftain  (sidewheeler)   EFC189 
Chippewa  (sternwheeler)   EFC190 
Chisca  (sternwheeler)   EFC191 
Choctaw  (sternwheeler)   EFC192 
Chris Greene  (sternwheeler)  EFC103, 193, 195 
Cincinnati  (sidewheeler)   EFC194 
Cincinnati, OH  (river, city scenes) EFC195 
City of Alton  (sidewheeler)  EFC196 
City of Baton Rouge  (sidewheeler) EFC197 
City of Bayou Sara  (sidewheeler)  EFC198 
City of Brunswick  (sternwheeler)  EFC199 
City of Burnside  (sternwheeler)  EFC131, 200 
City of Cairo  (sidewheeler)  EFC201 
City of Camden  (sternwheeler)  EFC202, 845 
City of Charleston  (sidewheeler)  EFC203 
City of Chartiers  (sternwheeler)  EFC204 
City of Chattanooga  (sternwheeler) EFC205 
City of Cincinnati  (sidewheeler)  EFC195, 206 
City of Clarksville  (sternwheeler)  EFC207 
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City of Clifton  (sternwheeler)  EFC208, 248 
City of Florence  (sternwheeler)  EFC209 
City of Frankfort  (sternwheeler)  EFC210 
City of Greenville  (sidewheeler)  EFC211 
City of Helena  (sidewheeler)  EFC212 
City of Hickman  (sidewheeler)  EFC213  
City of Ironton  (sidewheeler)  EFC214 
City of Jeffersonville  (sidewheeler ) EFC215 
City of Keithsburg  (sternwheeler)  EFC216 
City of Knoxville  (sternwheeler)  EFC217 
City of Louisville  (sidewheeler)  EFC218 
City of Madison  (sidewheeler)  EFC218, 219 
City of Memphis  (sidewheeler)  EFC220 
City of Memphis  (sternwheeler)  EFC221 
City of Mobile (sternwheeler)  EFC781 
City of Monroe  (sidewheeler)  EFC222 
City of Muskogee  (sternwheeler)  EFC223 
City of Natchez  (sidewheeler)  EFC224 
City of New Orleans  (sidewheeeler) EFC225 
City of New Port  (sidewheeler)  EFC226 
City of Osceola (sidewheeler)  EFC227 
City of Owensboro  (sidewheeler)  EFC228 
City of Paducah  (sternwheeler)  EFC229 
City of Parkersburg  (sternwheeler) EFC230 
City of Peoria  (sternwheeler)  EFC231 
City of Pittsburg  (sidewheeeler)  EFC232 
City of Portsmouth    EFC195 
City of Providence  (sidewheeler)  EFC233, 998 
City of Quincy  (sternwheeler)  EFC234 
City of Saint Joseph (sternwheeler) EFC763, 862 
City of Saint Louis  (sidewheeler)  EFC235, 417 
City of Saint Paul  (sidewheeler)  EFC236 
City of Saltillo  (sternwheeler)  EFC237 
City of Savannah  (sternwheeler)  EFC238 
City of Sheffield  (sternwheeler)  EFC239 
City of Tampa  (sternwheeler)  EFC240 
City of Vicksburg  (sidewheeler)  EFC241 
City of Wheeling  (sternwheeler)  EFC242 
City of Winona  (sternwheeler)  EFC243 
Clara Bond  (sternwheeler)  EFC244 
Clarksville, Tennessee (river scene) EFC245 
Clearwater, Florida Causeway  EFC246 
Clifton  (sidewheeler)   EFC247 
Clifton, Tennessee (river scene)  EFC248 
Clinton  (sidewheeler)   EFC58, 249 
Clyde  (sternwheeler)   EFC250, 845 
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Coal Hill  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC251 
Col. A. Mackenzie (sidewheeler)  EFC 140 
Col. G. L. Gillespie  (sternwheeler) EFC252 
Columbia  (sternwheeler)   EFC253 
Commonwealth  (sidewheeler)  EFC254 
Conestoga  (gunboat)   EFC255 
Congo  (sternwheeler)   EFC256 
Conqueror  (sternwheeler)   EFC257 
Conquest  (sternwheeler)   EFC258 
Cons Millar  (sternwheeler)  EFC195, 259 
Control (sternwheeler)   EFC963 
Cora Anderson  (sidewheeler)  EFC260 
Corker  (sternwheeler)   EFC261 
Cornelia  (sidewheeler)   EFC262 
Corona  (sternwheeler)   EFC263 
Corwin H. Spencer  (sidewheeler) EFC264 
Courier  (sidewheeler)   EFC265 
Courier  (sternwheeler)   EFC266 
Cranch, Bob (portrait)   EFC267 
Creighton  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC268 
Crescent  (excursion steamer)  EFC269 
Crescent City  (sternwheeler)  EFC270, 930 
Cricket  (sternwheeler)   EFC271 
Crown Hill  (sternwheeler)   EFC272 
Crown Point  (sternwheeler)  EFC273 
Crusader  (sternwheeler)   EFC274 
Crystal City  (sidewheeler)   EFC275 
Cuba No. 2  (sternwheeler)  EFC276 
Cumberland  (sternwheeler)  EFC277 
Cumberland River, TN    EFC278 
      – Butler’s Landing (1941)  
Cumberland River, TN   EFC279 
      – Covered Bridge at Nashville  
Cyclone  (sternwheeler)   EFC280 
 
D 
D. H. Pike  (sternwheeler)   EFC281 
D. L. Tally  (sternwheeler)   EFC282 
D. W. Wisherd  (sternwheeler)  EFC283 
Dacotah  (sternwheeler)   EFC85, 284 
Dan Quinn  (sternwheeler)   EFC285 
Dandelion  (sternwheeler)   EFC286 
Danube (sternwheeler)   EFC263 
Darling  (sidewheeler)   EFC287 
Dave Wood  (sternwheeler)  EFC288 
Davenport  (sidewheeler)   EFC289 
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Davenport  (sternwheeler)   EFC290 
David R. Powell  (sidewheeler)  EFC291  
David Swain  (sidewheeler)  EFC292 
David Tipton  (sidewheeler)  EFC293 
Davis Island Dam (Ohio R. scene) EFC294 
De Koven  (sidewheeler)   EFC295 
De Smet  (sidewheeler)   EFC296 
Dean Adams  (sidewheeler)  EFC298 
Defender  (sternwheeler)   EFC299 
Delta  (sternwheeler)   EFC300 
Delta Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC301 
Denver  (center-wheel ferry)  EFC302 
(U.S.) Derrickboat No. 1   EFC1052  
(U.S.) Derrickboat No. 3   EFC1053 
Des Arc  (sidewheeler)   EFC303 
Des Arc  (sternwheeler)   EFC304 
Des Moines  (sidewheeler)   EFC305 
Desoto  (sternwheeler)   EFC297 
Dewey  (sidewheeler)   EFC306 
Diamond  (sternwheeler)   EFC307 
Diamond Jo  (sternwheeler)  EFC308 
Diana  (sidewheeler)   EFC67 
Dick Brown  (sternwheeler)  EFC309 
Dick C. Pape  (sternwheeler)  EFC310 
Dick Fowler  (sternwheeler)  EFC140, 311 
Dick Fulton     EFC871 
Dick Williams  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC312 
Dictator  (sternwheeler)   EFC313 
Diurnal  (sidewheeler)   EFC314 
Dixie  (sternwheeler)   EFC315 
Donald T. Wright  (sternwheeler)  EFC316 
Dorothy  (sternwheeler)   EFC317 
Dorothy Barrett  (sternwheeler -towboat) EFC318 
Dove No. 2  (sternwheeler)  EFC319 
Downing, Captain William   EFC320 
Dredge boat     EFC321 
Dubuque  (sidewheeler)   EFC82, 322 
Dubuque  (sternwheeler)   EFC323 
Duluth – Superior Harbor   EFC324 
Duquesne  (sternwheeler)   EFC325 
 
E 
E. Rutledge  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC334 
E. A. Woodruff  (sidewheeler – gunboat) EFC326     
E. C. Carroll  (sternwheeler)  EFC327 
E. C. Kenna  (sternwheeler)  EFC328 
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E. G. Ragon  (sternwheeler)  EFC329 
E. H. Durfee (sternwheeler)  EFC1134 
E. H. Fairchild  (sidewheeler)  EFC330 
E. M. Baldwin  (sternwheeler)  EFC331 
E. M. Norton  (sternwheeler)  EFC332 
E. R. Andrews  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC333 
E. T. Slider  (sternwheeler)   EFC335 
E. W. Cole  (sternwheeler)   EFC336 
Eads Bridge – St. Louis, Missouri  EFC337 
     – Flood of 1903    
Eagle  (sternwheeler)   EFC339 
Eagle – Wooden (First on War Eagle EFC338  
       then on Various Boats) 
Eagle Point, IA – Diamond Jo Boatyard  EFC340 
East Saint Louis  (sternwheeler)  EFC341 
Eastport  (gunboat)    EFC342 
Eclipse  (sternwheeler)   EFC343 
Ed Myer  (sternwheeler)   EFC344 
Ed Richardson  (sidewheeler)  EFC345, 1065 
Edgar Cherry  (sternwheeler)  EFC248, 346 
Edward J. Gay  (sidewheeler)  EFC347 
Eggner’s Ferry Bridge – Kentucky Lake EFC348 
Eleanor  (sternwheeler)   EFC349 
Eleanore  (sternwheeler)   EFC350 
Elector  (sidewheeler)   EFC351 
Electra  (sternwheeler)   EFC352 
Eliza  (sternwheeler)   EFC353 
Eliza H.  (sternwheeler)   EFC354 
Ellen Richardson  (towboat)  EFC355 
Elliott  (sidewheeler)   EFC356 
Eloise  (sternwheeler)   EFC357 
Emerald  (sternwheeler)   EFC358 
Emily  (sternwheeler - ferry)  EFC359, 395 
Emma  (sidewheeler)   EFC360 
Emma  (sternwheeler)   EFC361 
Emma Duncan  (sidewheeler)  EFC362 
Enos Taylor  (sternwheeler)  EFC363 
Enterprise  (sternwheeler)   EFC364 
Era No. 10  (sternwheeler)   EFC365 
Erastus Wells  (sidewheeler)  EFC366 
Essex  (gunboat)    EFC367 
Etawah Bill  (sternwheeler)   EFC368 
Eugene  (sternwheeler)   EFC369 
Eugenia Woods (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC370 
Eutaw  (sternwheeler)   EFC371 
Evansville  (sternwheeler)   EFC372 
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Evansville, Indiana Waterfront  EFC373 
Excursion Boats    EFC374 
Exporter  (sternwheeler)   EFC375, 786, 871 
Express  (sidewheeler)   EFC376 
 
F 
F. Barksdale  (sternwheeler)  EFC377 
F. Perez Rosa  (sternwheeler)  EFC381 
F. Weyerhaeuser  (sternwheeler -  EFC382 
  towboat) 
F. C. A. Denkmann  (towboat)  EFC378 
F. M. Owens  (sternwheeler)  EFC379 
F. M. Wallace  (sternwheeler)  EFC380 
F. Y. Batchelor  (sternwheeler)  EFC383 
Fairmont  (sternwheeler)   EFC384 
Fairplay  (sternwheeler)   EFC385 
Fallie  (sternwheeler)   EFC386 
Falls City  (sternwheeler)   EFC87, 387 
Fannie Dugan  (sidewheeler)  EFC388 
Far West  (sternwheeler)   EFC389 
Fashion  (sternwheeler)   EFC390 
Favorite  (sidewheeler)   EFC391 
Fawn  (sternwheeler - ferry)  EFC392 
Fearless (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC251 
Federal Arch (sidewheeler)  EFC660 
Ferd Herold  (sternwheeler)  EFC393 
Fifteen  (sternwheeler)   EFC394 
Fleetwood  (sidewheeler)   EFC395 
Floating Studio No. 2 (barge)  EFC396 
Forest City (sternwheeler)   EFC307 
Forsythia  (Coast Guard cutter)  EFC397 
Fort Benton, Montana  (river scene) EFC398 
Francis J. Torrance  (sidewheeler) EFC399 
Frank B. Haynes  (sternwheeler)  EFC400 
Frank Stein  (sternwheeler)  EFC401 
Fred A. Blanks  (sidewheeler)  EFC402 
Fred Hartweg (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC318 
Fred Wilson  (sternwheeler)  EFC403 
Frohman M. Coots  (sidewheeler)  EFC404 
Frontenac  (sternwheeler)   EFC405 
Fulton  (sternwheeler)   EFC406 
Fury  (sternwheeler)   EFC407 
Future City  (sternwheeler)   EFC408 
 
G 
G. W. Hill  (sternwheeler)   EFC409 
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G. W. Sentell  (sternwheeler)  EFC410 
G. W. Thomas  (sternwheeler)  EFC411 
Gadsden, AL – Coosa River  EFC412 
Gallipolis, OH (river scene)  EFC413 
Gandy Bridge (Connecting   EFC414 
     St. Petersburg & Tampa, FL)    
Gardie Eastman  (sternwheeler)  EFC415 
Gayoso  (sternwheeler)   EFC416 
Gazelle  (sternwheeler)   EFC417, 1029 
Gem  (sternwheeler)   EFC418 
Gem City  (sidewheeler)   EFC419 
General Allen  (sternwheeler)  EFC420 
General Beach  (sternwheeler)  EFC421 
General Chittenden  (sternwheeler) EFC422 
General Crowder  (sternwheeler)  EFC423 
General Douglas MacArthur Bridge  EFC424 
 (St. Louis, MO)   
General H. F. Devol  (sternwheeler) EFC425 
General H. L. Abbott  (sternwheeler) EFC426 
General J. H. Simpson  (sternwheeler) EFC427 
General James F. McIndoe    EFC428 
 (sternwheeler)  
General Lytle  (sidewheeler)  EFC429 
General Meade  (sternwheeler)  EFC430 
General Pershing (sternwheeler)  EFC431 
General Pierson  (sidewheeler)  EFC432 
General Pike  (sternwheeler)  EFC433 
General Sterling Price  (sidewheeler -  EFC434 
 gunboat) 
General Wood  (sternwheeler)  EFC103, 435 
Geneva  (sidewheeler)   EFC294, 436 
George A. Madill  (steamer)  EFC437 
George Collier  (sidewheeler)  EFC438 
George Cowling  (sternwheeler)  EFC439 
George F. Egan  (towboat)   EFC440 
George H. Walker  (sidewheeler)  EFC441  
George M. Verity  (sternwheeler)  EFC442, 1110 
George Prince  (sternwheeler)  EFC443 
George W. Neare  (sidewheeler)  EFC444 
Georgia Lee  (sternwheeler)  EFC297, 445, 589 
Gertrude  (sternwheeler)   EFC446, 926 
Gleaner  (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC116, 447 
Glenmont   (sternwheeler)   EFC448 
Glenmore  (sternwheeler)   EFC449    
Golden City  (sternwheeler)  EFC450 
Golden Crown  (sternwheeler)  EFC451 
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Golden Eagle  (sternwheeler)  EFC452 
Golden Era  (sidewheeler)   EFC453 
Golden Fleece  (sternwheeler)  EFC454 
Golden Gate  (sternwheeler)  EFC455 
Golden Girl  (sternwheeler)  EFC456 
Golden Rule  (sternwheeler)  EFC457 
Goldenrod  (showboat)   EFC458, 740, 845   
Gordon C. Greene  (sternwheeler) EFC459 
Grace Devers  (sternwheeler)  EFC460 
Gracey Childers  (sternwheeler)  EFC461 
Gracie Kent  (sternwheeler)  EFC462 
Grand  (sternwheeler)   EFC463, 763 
Grand Floating Palace    EFC417 
Grand Republic  (sidewheeler)  EFC464 
Grand Turk (sternwheeler)   EFC794 
Granite State  (sternwheeler)  EFC465 
Great Republic (sidewheeler)  EFC140, 464 
Green River  (river scenes)  EFC466 
Green River (sternwheeler)  EFC467 
Green River Ferry– Morgantown, KY EFC468 
Greendale  (sternwheeler)   EFC469 
Greene, Capt. & Mrs. Gordon C.   EFC470 
  (portrait) 
Greene, Mrs. Mary (portrait)  EFC471 
Greenland  (sidewheeler)   EFC472, 903 
Greenville, Mississippi – Levee 1912  EFC473 
Greenwood  (sternwheeler)  EFC474 
Greenwood, Mississippi – Riverfront   EFC475 
Grey Eagle  (sidewheeler)   EFC33, 476 
Greyhound  (sternwheeler)   EFC477 
Guiding Star  (sidewheeler)  EFC478 
Guthrie  (sidewheeler)   EFC479 
 
H 
H. D. Munson  (sternwheeler)  EFC480 
H. E. Myrtle  (sternwheeler)  EFC481 
H. F. Frisbie  (sternwheeler)  EFC482 
H. G. Hill  (sternwheeler)   EFC483 
H. K. Bedford  (sternwheeler)  EFC484 
H. L. Abbott (sternwheeler)  EFC427 
H. M. Carter  (sternwheeler)  EFC485 
H. M. Hoxie  (sternwheeler)  EFC486 
H. R. W. Hill  (sidewheeler)  EFC487 
H. St. L. Coppee  (sternwheeler)  EFC488 
H. W. Buttorff  (sternwheeler)  EFC489, 794 
Hallette  (sternwheeler)   EFC490 
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Harahan Bridge – Memphis, TN  EFC491 
Harbor Springs, Michigan (harbor ) EFC492 
Hard Cash  (sternwheeler)   EFC493 
Harriet  (sternwheeler)   EFC494 
Harry Brown, 1st & 2nd (sternwheelers) EFC495 
Harry G. Drees  (sidewheeler)  EFC496 
Harry Knox  (sternwheeler)  EFC497 
Harry Lee, 1st & 2nd  (sternwheelers) EFC498, 763, 940 
Hartford, Kentucky – Wharf   EFC499 
(including Schroeter Floating Studio) 
Harvester  (sternwheeler)   EFC500 
Hattie B. Moore  (sternwheeler)  EFC501 
Hattie Brown (sidewheeler)  EFC914 
Hawkeye State  (sidewheeler)  EFC502 
Hazel Rice  (sternwheeler)   EFC341, 503 
Helen Blair  (sternwheeler)   EFC504 
Helen Burke  (sternwheeler)  EFC505 
Helen Lane  (sternwheeler)  EFC506 
Helen M. Gould  (sternwheeler)  EFC507 
Helena  (sidewheeler)   EFC508 
Henrietta  (sternwheeler)   EFC509 
Henry Burke  (sternwheeler)  EFC510 
Henry DeBus  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC511 
Henry Frank  (sternwheeler)  EFC512 
Henry Harley  (sternwheeler)  EFC513, 794 
Henry L. Clark  (ferry)   EFC514 
Henry Lourey  (sternwheeler)  EFC325, 515 
Henry Marquand  (sidewheeler)  EFC517 
Henry Probasco  (sidewheeler)  EFC518 
Henry M. Stanley  (sternwheeler)  EFC516 
Henry Watterson  (sternwheeler)  EFC519 
Hercules Carrel (harbor boat)  EFC195, 657 
Herman, Missouri – 1908 (river scene) EFC520 
Herman Paepcke  (sternwheeler)  EFC521 
Hiawatha  (sternwheeler)    EFC522 
Hibernia  (sternwheeler)   EFC523 
Hilda Barrett (barge)   EFC524 
Hill City  (sidewheeler)   EFC525 
Hiwassee  (sternwheeler)   EFC526 
Holland, Michigan (river scene)  EFC527 
Hollywood Showboat   EFC528 
Homer Smith  (sternwheeler)  EFC529 
Hopkins  (express boat)   EFC530 
Horatio G. Wright  (sidewheeler-   EFC531 
  snag boat) 
Hornet  (sternwheeler)   EFC532 
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Horse Ferry (sidewheeler)   EFC533 
Howards Shipyard    EFC534  
– Jeffersonville, Indiana 
Hudson  (sternwheeler)   EFC535 
Huey P. Long Bridge – New Orleans, LA EFC536 
Huntsville  (railway transfer steamer) EFC537 
 
I 
I. C. Woodward  (sidewheeler)  EFC538 
I. N. Houk  (sternwheeler)   EFC539 
I. T. Rhea  (sternwheeler)   EFC540 
Ida Fulton  (sternwheeler)   EFC541 
Ida Handy  (sidewheeler)   EFC542 
Ida Rees  (sternwheeler)   EFC543 
Idlewild  (sternwheeler)   EFC544, 843 
Illinois  (sternwheeler)   EFC545 
Illinois Central Railroad Company  EFC546 
 (Drawbridge) 
Imperial  (sternwheeler)   EFC547 
Inco #1  (sternwheeler)   EFC548 
Indiana  (sidewheeler)   EFC549, 657 
Interstate  (sternwheeler)   EFC550 
Irene      EFC794 
Iron Age  (sternwheeler)   EFC551 
Iron City  (sternwheeler)   EFC552 
Iron Mountain  (sternwheeler)  EFC553 
Iron Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC554 
Ironsides  (sternwheeler)   EFC555 
Isabella  (towboat)    EFC556 
Island Maid  (sternwheeler)  EFC557 
Island Queen  (sidewheeler)  EFC558 
Isle de Bois (U. S. engineering tender) EFC618 
Issaquena  (sternwheeler)   EFC559 
Itasca  (sidewheeler)   EFC560 
 
J 
J. B. Finley  (sternwheeler)   EFC561 
J. B. Richardson  (sternwheeler)  EFC562, 794 
J. C. Crossley  (sternwheeler)  EFC563 
J. C. Kerr  (sternwheeler - steamer) EFC564, 627 
J. C. Warner  (sternwheeler)  EFC565 
J. D. Ayres  (sternwheeler)   EFC566 
J. E. Trudeau  (sternwheeler)  EFC567 
J. F. Butts  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC568 
J. G. Blaine  (sidewheeler)   EFC569 
J. H. Hillman (sternwheeler)  EFC64, 245 
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J. H. Johnson  (sidewheeler)  EFC570 
J. H. Menge  (sternwheeler)  EFC571 
J. M. Bowell  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC572  
J. M. White  (sidewheeler)   EFC573 
J. N. Harbin (sternwheeler)  EFC393, 763    
J. N. Pharr  (sternwheeler)   EFC574 
J. P. Davis  (sternwheeler)   EFC575 
J. P. Drouillard (sternwheeler)  EFC64, 245, 843, 1076 
J. R. Arthur  (sidewheeler)   EFC576 
J. R. Wells  (sternwheeler)   EFC577 
J. S. Deluxe (sidewheeler)   EFC578 
J. T. Hatfield  (sternwheeler)  EFC579 
J. T. Rhea  (sternwheeler)   EFC580 
J. W. Vansant  (sternwheeler)  EFC581 
Jack Frost  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC582 
Jack Osborn  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC583 
Jackson     EFC181    
Jacob Richtman  (sternwheeler)  EFC584 
Jacob Strader  (sidewheeler)  EFC585 
James D. Parker  (sternwheeler)  EFC586 
James Guthrie  (sidewheeler)  EFC587 
James Howard  (sidewheeler)  EFC588 
James Johnson (sidewheeler)  EFC794 
James Lee  (sidewheeler)   EFC589, 763, 794 
James Moren  (sternwheeler)  EFC590 
James N. Trigg  (sternwheeler)  EFC591 
James T. Staples  (sternwheeler)  EFC592 
James Watson (sternwheeler)  EFC715 
Jane M.  (small boat owned by   EFC593 
  Courtney Ellis) 
Jason  (sternwheeler)   EFC594 
Jeanne Barrett  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC595 
Jeannie Deans  (sidewheeler)  EFC596 
Jeffersonville, IN (river scenes)  EFC597 
Jennie Howell  (sternwheeler)  EFC598 
Jennie Lewis  (sidewheeler)  EFC599 
Jessie K. Bell  (sidewheeler)  EFC600 
Jewel  (sternwheeler)   EFC124, 601, 794 
Jim Brown  (sternwheeler)   EFC602 
Jim Wood  (sternwheeler)   EFC375, 603 
Jo Horton Fall  (sternwheeler)  EFC604 
Jo Long  (sternwheeler)   EFC605 
Joe Curtis  (sternwheeler)   EFC606 
Joe Fowler  (sternwheeler)   EFC607, 819 
Joe Nixon     EFC871 
Joe Peters  (sternwheeler)   EFC608 
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Joe Wheeler  (sternwheeler)  EFC609 
John A. Patton  (sternwheeler)  EFC610 
John A. Scudder  (sidewheeler)   EFC611 
John A. Wood  (sternwheeler)  EFC612 
John B. Maude  (sidewheeler)  EFC613 
John D. Perry  (sidewheeler)  EFC614 
John Fowler  (sternwheeler)  EFC615 
John Gilbert  (sternwheeler)  EFC616, 983 
John H. Hanna  (sternwheeler)  EFC617 
John Heckmann  (sternwheeler)  EFC618 
John J. Roe (sidewheeler)   EFC260 
John K. Speed  (sternwheeler)  EFC619 
John L. Lowery  (sternwheeler)  EFC620 
John L. Rhoads  (sternwheeler)  EFC621 
John Lee  (sternwheeler)   EFC622, 763 
John Lumsden  (sternwheeler)  EFC623, 781 
John M. Warner  (sternwheeler)  EFC624 
John Quill  (sternwheeler)   EFC625 
John R. Hugo  (sternwheeler)  EFC626 
John S. Hopkins  (sternwheeler)  EFC369, 372, 627 
John W. Ailes  (sternwheeler)  EFC628 
John W. Cannon  (sidewheeler)  EFC629 
John W. Hart (sternwheeler)  EFC615, 794 
John W. Hubbard  (sternwheeler)  EFC630 
John W. Thomas  (sternwheeler)  EFC631 
Joseph Chotin  (sternwheeler)  EFC632 
Joseph B. Williams  (sternwheeler) EFC633, 871 
Joseph Henry  (sidewheeler)  EFC634 
Josephine  (sternwheeler)   EFC635 
Josh Cook  (sternwheeler)   EFC636 
Josh V. Throop  (sternwheeler)  EFC637 
Josie  (sternwheeler)   EFC638 
Judelle  (sternwheeler)   EFC639 
Julia Belle Swain  (sidewheeler)  EFC640 
Julien Poydras  (sternwheeler)  EFC641 
Juniata  (sternwheeler)   EFC642 
 
K 
Kalista  (propeller packet)   EFC644 
Kanawha  (sternwheeler)   EFC474, 645 
Kanawha Belle  (sternwheeler)  EFC646 
Kanawha River – Pt. Pleasant, WV EFC647 
Karlina  (sternwheeler)   EFC648 
Kate Adams, 1st , 2nd, & 3rd    EFC649 
 (sidewheeler) 
Kate Howard  (sidewheeler)  EFC650 
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Kate Swinney (sidewheeler)  EFC660  
Katie  (sidewheeler)    EFC651 
Katie Hooper  (sternwheeler)  EFC652 
Katie Robbins  (sternwheeler)  EFC653 
Katie Stockdale  (sternwheeler)  EFC654 
KDI Railroad Bridge – Louisville, KY EFC643 
Kennedy  (sternwheeler)   EFC655 
Kenois  (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC656 
Kentucky  (sternwheeler)   EFC657 
Kentucky Dam Locks   EFC658 
Keokuk  (sternwheeler)   EFC659 
Keokuk, IA (wharf scene)   EFC660 
Key City  (sidewheeler)   EFC661 
Key West  (sternwheeler)   EFC662 
Keystone State  (sternwheeler)  EFC195, 663 
Kilgour  (sidewheeler)   EFC664 
Kingfisher  (sternwheeler)   EFC665 
Kittie Nye  (sidewheeler)   EFC666 
Kiwanis  (sternwheeler - ferry)  EFC667 
Klondike  (sternwheeler)   EFC668 
 
L 
L. H. Fuhrman  (sternwheeler)  EFC669 
L. S. Thorne  (sidewheeler)  EFC670 
La Belle  (sidewheeler)   EFC671 
La Belle Riviere  (sternwheeler)  EFC672 
Lady Gay  (sidewheeler)   EFC673 
Lady Grace  (sternwheeler)  EFC674 
Lady Lee  (sternwheeler)   EFC675, 763 
Lafourche  (sternwheeler)   EFC676 
Lake Superior – Freights on the Lake EFC677 
Lake Superior  (sidewheeler)  EFC678 
Lancaster No. 4  (sidewheeler)  EFC679 
Lawrenceburg, IN – Waterfront   EFC680 
Le Claire #2  (sternwheeler)  EFC681 
Leavenworth  (sternwheeler)  EFC682 
Lepper, Captain W. C. (portrait)  EFC683 
Leroy  (sternwheeler)   EFC684 
Lexington  (gunboat)   EFC685 
Lexington  (sternwheeler)   EFC686 
Leyhe, Captain “Buck” (portrait)  EFC687 
Leyhe, Captain Harry (portrait) EFC688 
Libbie Conger  (sternwheeler)  EFC689 
Liberty  (sidewheeler)   EFC690, 730, 1028 
Lightwood  (sternwheeler)   EFC691 
Lily  (sidewheeler)    EFC692, 824 
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Little Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC693 
Livermore, KY (river scenes)  EFC694 
Lizzie Bay     EFC195 
Lizzie Johnston  (sternwheeler)  EFC695 
Lizzie Martin      EFC794 
Lone Star  (sternwheeler)   EFC696 
Longfellow  (sternwheeler)   EFC697 
Lookout  (sternwheeler)   EFC698, 1028 
Lora  (sternwheeler)   EFC699 
Loraine K.  (sternwheeler)   EFC700 
Lorena  (sternwheeler)   EFC701 
Lotawanna  (sternwheeler)   EFC702 
Lotus  (sternwheeler)   EFC703 
Lotus Sims  (sidewheeler)   EFC704 
Loucinda  (sternwheeler)   EFC705 
Louis A. Sherley  (sternwheeler)  EFC706, 976, 1071 
Louis Hock  (sternwheeler)   EFC707 
Louise  (sternwheeler)   EFC708 
Louisiana  (sidewheeler)   EFC709 
Louisville  (sternwheeler)   EFC319, 710 
Louisville, KY (river scenes)  EFC711 
Lucille Nowland  (sternwheeler)  EFC712 
Lucy Bertram  (sidewheeler)  EFC713 
Lula Prince  (sternwheeler)  EFC714 
Lumberman     EFC1132 
Luminary  (sidewheeler)   EFC715 
Lydia Vansant  (sternwheeler)  EFC716 
 
M 
M. A. Burke  (sternwheeler)  EFC717 
M. E. Norman  (sternwheeler)  EFC718 
M. P. Wells  (sternwheeler)  EFC719 
M. T. Bryan  (sternwheeler)  EFC720 
M. W. Kelly  (sternwheeler)  EFC721 
Mabel Comeaux  (sternwheeler)  EFC722 
Mackinaw, MI (river scene)  EFC723 
Macomb  (sidewheeler)   EFC724 
Madison, IN (river scenes)   EFC725 
Magenta  (sidewheeler)   EFC726 
Maggie Belle  (sternwheeler)  EFC727 
Maggie May  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC728 
Magnolia  (sidewheeler)    EFC729    
Majestic  (sternwheeler)   EFC730 
Major Anderson  (sidewheeler)  EFC731 
Malta, OH (wharf scene)   EFC732 
Mama Lear  (sternwheeler)  EFC733 
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Mamie Barrett  (sternwheeler)  EFC734 
Mammoth Cave  (sternwheeler)  EFC735 
Mandan  (sternwheeler)   EFC736 
Marcia Richardson  (sternwheeler) EFC737 
Margaret  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC738 
Maria Denning  (sidewheeler)  EFC739 
Marietta, OH (riverfront scenes)  EFC740 
Mark Twain  (sidewheeler)   EFC82, 264, 741 
Mark Twain  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC742 
Martha H. Hennen  (sternwheeler) EFC743 
Mary  (sternwheeler)   EFC744 
Mary Elizabeth  (sternwheeler)  EFC745 
Mary Houston  (sidewheeler)  EFC746 
Mary Jane (towboat)   EFC353 
Mary Keene  (sidewheeler)  EFC747 
Mary Lacy  (sternwheeler)   EFC749 
Mary L. Hatcher  (sternwheeler)  EFC748 
Mary Morton  (sternwheeler)  EFC750 
Mary S. Blees  (sternwheeler)  EFC751, 781 
Mary Stewart (sternwheeler)  EFC801 
Mastodon  (railway barge)   EFC752 
Matt F. Allen  (sternwheeler)  EFC753 
Mattie Bell (sternwheeler)   EFC85 
Mattie Roberts  (sternwheeler)  EFC754 
Maude F.  (ferry on the Arkansas River) EFC755 
Maude Kilgore  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC756 
Mayflower  (sternwheeler)   EFC757 
McGhee (sternwheeler)   EFC758 
McGhee, Capt. Simpson (portrait) EFC759 
Megiddo  (sternwheeler - gospel boat) EFC760 
Melusina  (sidewheeler)   EFC761 
Memphis  (sidewheeler)   EFC762 
Memphis, TN (river scenes)  EFC763 
Meramac  (sternwheeler)   EFC764 
Mercury (sternwheeler)   EFC794 
Merrill  (sternwheeler)   EFC765 
Messenger No. 2  (sidewheeler)  EFC766 
Miami (sternwheeler)   EFC964 
Milwaukee  (sidewheeler)   EFC767 
Minneapolis  (sidewheeler)   EFC768 
Minneapolis, MN (riverfront scenes) EFC769 
Minnesota  (sidewheeler)   EFC770 
Minnesota (sternwheeler)   EFC771 
Minnie  (sternwheeler)   EFC772 
Minnie Bay  (sidewheeler)   EFC773 
Mississippi  (sidewheeler - towboat) EFC774 
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Mississippi  (sternwheeler)   EFC140, 775 
Mississippi River (river scenes)  EFC776 
Missouri  (sternwheeler)   EFC777 
Missouri River    EFC778 
Missouri River Bridges   EFC779 
Mobile  (sternwheeler)   EFC780 
Mobile, AL (levee scenes)   EFC781 
Moline  (sternwheeler)   EFC782 
Mollie Ebert  (sternwheeler)  EFC783 
Mollie McPike  (sternwheeler)  EFC784 
Monator  (sternwheeler)   EFC785 
Monongahela  (sternwheeler)  EFC786 
Montana  (sternwheeler)   EFC787 
Morning Star  (sidewheeler)  EFC788 
Moses McLellan  (sidewheeler)  EFC789 
Mount Clare  (sternwheeler)  EFC790 
Mountain Belle  (sternwheeler)  EFC791 
Mountain Boy  (sternwheeler  EFC792 
 
N 
Nashville  (sternwheeler)   EFC793 
Nashville, TN (river scenes)  EFC794 
Natchez  (sternwheeler)   EFC795 
Nellie Peck (sternwheeler)   EFC1134 
Nellie Willett  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC796 
Neosho  (U.S. gunboat)   EFC797 
Nettie Johnson  (sternwheeler)  EFC798 
Nettie Quill  (sternwheeler)   EFC799 
Neveda  (sternwheeler)   EFC800 
New Era Floating Palace   EFC801 
New Falls City  (sidewheeler)  EFC802 
New Idlewild  (sternwheeler)  EFC803 
New Mary Houston  (sidewheeler) EFC804 
New Orleans  (sidewheeler)  EFC805 
New Orleans, LA (levee, river scenes) EFC806 
New South  (sidewheeler)   EFC395, 807 
Nicholas  (sternwheeler)   EFC808 
Nokomis  (sternwheeler)   EFC809 
Nolin  (U.S. dredge boat)   EFC810 
North Star  (sternwheeler)   EFC811 
Northern Belle (sidewheeler)  EFC812  
 
O 
O. E. Satterlee  (sternwheeler)  EFC813 
O. K.  (sternwheeler)   EFC814 
O. M. Lovell  (sternwheeler)  EFC815 
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Oakland  (sternwheeler)   EFC816 
Ocean Queen  (fishing crusier)  EFC817 
Oella  (sternwheeler)   EFC818 
Ohio No. 4  (sidewheeler)   EFC819 
Ohio River (river scenes)   EFC820 
Oil Valley No. 2  (towboat)   EFC821 
Old Hickory Lock & Dam   EFC822 
Old Reliable  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC823 
Oleander  (sternwheeler-lighthouse EFC824 
  tender) 
Oliver Beirne  (sidewheeler)  EFC825 
Omaha  (sternwheeler)   EFC826 
Omar  (sternwheeler)   EFC827 
Onega  (sternwheeler)   EFC217, 828 
Oneida  (sternwheeler)   EFC829 
Onward (towboat)    EFC294     
Ora Lee  (sternwheeler)   EFC830 
Oriole  (sternwheeler)   EFC831 
Orlando  (sternwheeler)   EFC832 
Oronoco  (sternwheeler)   EFC833 
Osage  (sidewheeler)   EFC834 
Oscar F. Barrett  (sternwheeler -   EFC835 
  towboat) 
Ottumwa Belle  (sternwheeler)  EFC836 
Ouachita  (sternwheeler)   EFC837 
Ouachita Belle  (sidewheeler)  EFC838 
Owensboro, KY (river scenes)  EFC839 
 
P 
P. D. Staggs  (sternwheeler)  EFC840 
Pacific No. 2  (sternwheeler)  EFC841 
Paducah  (sternwheeler)   EFC842 
Paducah, KY (wharf scenes)  EFC843 
Palestine (sternwheeler)   EFC794 
Pargoud  (sidewheeler)   EFC844 
Park City  (sternwheeler)   EFC845 
Parlor City  (sternwheeler)   EFC846 
Pat Cleburne  (sidewheeler)  EFC847 
Patricia Barrett  (sternwheeler)  EFC848 
Patrol  (sternwheeler)   EFC849 
Pattona  (sidewheeler)   EFC850 
Paul Tulane  (sternwheeler)  EFC851 
Pearson  (sternwheeler)   EFC852 
Peerless  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC853 
Pelican  (sidewheeler – railroad barge) EFC854  
Pell, Captain Jim (portrait)   EFC855 
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Penguin  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC856 
Pennova  (sternwheeler)   EFC857 
Peoria  (sternwheeler)   EFC858 
Peoria, IL (riverfront scene)  EFC859 
Percy Swain  (sternwheeler)  EFC860 
Peter Hontz  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC861 
Peters Lee  (sternwheeler)   EFC763, 862 
Phil Allin  (sidewheeler)   EFC863 
Phil Sheridan  (sidewheeler)  EFC864 
Piasa  (sternwheeler)   EFC730, 865 
Pilgrim  (sidewheeler)   EFC866 
Pilot  (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC867 
Pin Oak  (sternwheeler)   EFC868 
Pittsburgh  (sternwheeler)   EFC436, 870 
Pittsburgh Landing, TN (riverfront) EFC869 
Pittsburgh, PA   (riverfront)   EFC871 
Point Pleasant, WV (harbor scene) EFC872 
Poland  (sternwheeler)   EFC873 
Polk Badgett (barge)   EFC349 
Pomeroy, OH  (riverfront scene)  EFC874 
Port Arthur, TX (riverfront scene)  EFC875 
Port Eads  (sternwheeler)   EFC876 
Post Boy  (sidewheeler)   EFC877 
Potomac  (sidewheeler)   EFC878 
Prairie State  (sidewheeler)  EFC879 
Prescott  (sternwheeler)   EFC880 
President  (sidewheeler)   EFC881 
Princess  (sidewheeler)   EFC882 
Princess  (sternwheeler)   EFC883 
Probasco  (sidewheeler)   EFC884 
Produce Flat Boats    EFC885 
Providence  (sidewheeler)   EFC886 
 
Q 
Queen City  (sternwheeler)  EFC195, 740, 790, 887 
Queen Mary     EFC888 
Queen Saint Paul  (sidewheeler)  EFC890 
Queen of Dycusburg  (sternwheeler) EFC889 
Quincy  (sidewheeler)   EFC891 
Quincy, IL (wharf scene)   EFC892 
 
R 
R. Dunbar  (sternwheeler)   EFC794, 895 
R. C. Gunter  (sternwheeler)  EFC893 
R. D. Kendall  (sternwheeler)  EFC894 
R. E. Phillips  (sternwheeler)  EFC896 
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R. R. Springer  (sidewheeler)  EFC897 
R. W. Dugan  (sternwheeler)  EFC898 
Racket  (sternwheeler)   EFC899 
Rainbow  (sidewheeler)   EFC900 
Ranger  (sternwheeler)   EFC901 
Rapids  (sternwheeler)   EFC902 
Raymond Horner  (sternwheeler)  EFC903 
Reaper  (sternwheeler)   EFC904 
Reba Reeves  (sternwheeler)  EFC905 
Red Cloud  (sternwheeler)   EFC906 
Red River  (sternwheeler)   EFC907 
Red Spot     EFC908 
Red Wing  (sidewheeler)   EFC909 
Rees Lee  (sternwheeler)   EFC910 
Reliance (tugboat)    EFC393 
Resolute  (sternwheeler)   EFC911 
Reuben Dunbar  (sternwheeler)  EFC912 
Revelice      EFC794 
Richard  (sternwheeler)   EFC913 
Richard Roe  (sidewheeler)  EFC914 
Richmond  (sternwheeler)   EFC915 
Rival  (towboat)    EFC916 
River Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC917 
Rob Roy  (sidewheeler)   EFC794, 918 
Robert E. Lee  (sidewheeler)  EFC140, 919 
Robert Gordon  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC920   
Robert Rhea  (sternwheeler)  EFC921 
Rochester, KY  (river scenes)  EFC922 
Rock Island  (sidewheeler)   EFC923 
Roosevelt Parade, 1907   EFC140 
Rosa Lee  (sidewheeler)   EFC924 
Rose Bud  (sternwheeler)   EFC925 
Rose Hite  (sternwheeler)   EFC446, 926 
Rough River Lock & Dam   EFC927 
Rowena  (sidewheeler)   EFC131, 200, 928 
Royal  (sternwheeler)   EFC929 
Rumsey, KY - Green River (U.S. Lock  EFC930 
 #2 & Old Turners Mill Race)  
Russell Lord  (sternwheeler)  EFC931 
Ruth  (sidewheeler)    EFC932 
 
S 
S. B. Duncan  (sternwheeler)  EFC933 
S. H. H. Clark  (sternwheeler)  EFC934 
S. L. Elam  (sternwheeler)   EFC935 
S. P. Gillett  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC936 
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S. S. Brown  (sternwheeler)  EFC937 
S. S. Thorpe  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC938 
Sabrina  (sidewheeler)   EFC939 
Sadie Lee  (sternwheeler)   EFC763, 940 
Sailor Boy  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC941 
Saint Jacobs Oil  (sternwheeler)  EFC942 
Saint James  (sternwheeler)  EFC943 
Saint John  (sternwheeler)   EFC944 
Saint Lawrence  (sidewheeler)  EFC945 
Saint Louis  (sternwheeler)   EFC946 
Saint Louis, MO (riverfront scenes) EFC947 
Saint Paul  (sidewheeler-excursion boat) EFC948 
Saint Paul, MN (riverfront scenes) EFC949 
Sainte Genevieve  (sidewheeler)  EFC950 
Sallies Rock – Barren River   EFC951 
– Warren County, KY 
Saloon Scene – New Mexico  EFC952 
Salt Valley  (sternwheeler)   EFC953 
Sam Brown  (sternwheeler)  EFC954 
Sam P. Suit  (sternwheeler)  EFC955 
Samuel  (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC956 
Samuel B. Wiggins  (ferry)   EFC957 
Samuel Clarke  (sternwheeler)  EFC958 
Sanco  (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC959 
Sarah  (sternwheeler)   EFC960 
Saturn  (sternwheeler)   EFC961 
Schroeter Floating Studio     EFC499, 962  
 (sternwheeler) 
Scimitar II (sternwheeler)   EFC963 
Scioto  (sternwheeler)   EFC964 
Scotia  (sternwheeler)   EFC965 
Scotland (sidewheeler)   EFC794    
Sea Lion  (sternwheeler)   EFC966 
Search  (sternwheeler)   EFC967 
Seitz, Captain C. P. (portrait)  EFC968 
Seminole  (sternwheeler)   EFC969    
Senator Cordill  (sternwheeler)  EFC740, 970 
Sergeant Floyd  (survey boat)  EFC971 
Seventy-six Railroad Station, NM  EFC972 
Shadyside  (sternwheeler)   EFC973 
Shamrock (sternwheeler)   EFC181    
Shawnee  (sternwheeler)   EFC974 
Shepherd, Captain John D. (portrait) EFC975 
Shiloh  (sternwheeler)   EFC977 
Shreveport  (sternwheeler)   EFC978 
Shreveport, LA (river scene)  EFC979 
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Sidney  (sternwheeler)   EFC980 
Silas Wright  (sternwheeler)  EFC981 
Silver Bow  (sidewheeler)   EFC982 
Silver Cloud  (sternwheeler)  EFC983 
Silver Crescent  (sternwheeler)  EFC984 
Silver Moon  (sidewheeler)   EFC985 
Silver Wave  (sternwheeler)  EFC986 
Silverthorn  (sternwheeler)   EFC987 
Slack Barrett  (sternwheeler-towboat) EFC988   
Smoky City  (sternwheeler)  EFC989 
Sonoma  (sternwheeler)   EFC990 
South America  (sidewheeler)  EFC991 
Southland  (sternwheeler)   EFC992 
Speed  (sternwheeler)   EFC993 
Speedwell  (sternwheeler)   EFC994 
Spotsville, KY— Green River Lock #1 EFC995  
Sprague  (sternwheeler)   EFC996 
Spread Eagle  (sidewheeler)  EFC195, 997 
Stacker Lee  (sternwheeler)  EFC763, 998 
State of Kansas  (sternwheeler)  EFC999 
State of Missouri  (sternwheeler)  EFC1000 
Steamboat Inn & Barge (Restaurant  EFC1001 
   Evansville, IN)  
Steamboats – Ohio River   EFC1002 
Steel City (sternwheeler)   EFC1071 
Stella  (sternwheeler)   EFC1003 
Stillwater  (sternwheeler)   EFC1004 
Streckfus, Captain John (portrait)  EFC1005 
Sucker State (sidewheeler)  EFC216 
Sugarland  (sternwheeler)   EFC1006 
Sultana  (sidewheeler)   EFC1007 
Sun  (sidewheeler)    EFC1008 
Sunny South  (sternwheeler – towboat) EFC1009 
Sunshine  (sternwheeler)   EFC1010 
Superior  (sidewheeler)   EFC1011 
Susie Silver  (sidewheeler)   EFC1012 
Suspension Bridge – Cincinnati, OH EFC1013 
Sycamore  (sternwheeler)   EFC1014 
 
T 
T. D. Dale  (sternwheeler)   EFC1015 
T. F. Eckert  (sidewheeler)   EFC1016 
T. M. Bayne  (sternwheeler)  EFC1017 
T. P. Leathers  (sternwheeler)  EFC1018 
T. T. Hillman  (sternwheeler)  EFC1019 
Taber  (sternwheeler)   EFC1020 
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Tacoma  (sternwheeler)   EFC874, 1021 
Tallulah  (sternwheeler)   EFC1022 
Tarascon  (sidewheeler)   EFC1023 
Tarascon  (sternwheeler)   EFC124, 681, 1024 
Tecumseh  (sidewheeler)   EFC1025 
Telegram  (sidewheeler)   EFC1026 
Telegraph  (sidewheeler)   EFC1027 
Telegraph No. 3 (sidewheeler)  EFC122 
Telephone  (sternwheeler)   EFC120, 1028 
Tell City  (sternwheeler)   EFC228, 417, 926, 1029 
Tempest  (sidewheeler)   EFC794, 1030 
Tennessee  (sternwheeler)   EFC1031 
Tennessee Belle  (sternwheeler)  EFC1032 
Theseus  (towboat)    EFC1033 
Thomas Sherlock  (sidewheeler)  EFC1034 
Thompson Dean  (sidewheeler)  EFC1035 
Three Brothers  (sternwheeler)  EFC1036 
Three States  (ferry)   EFC1037 
Tidal Wave  (sternwheeler)  EFC1038 
Tide (sternwheeler)    EFC325 
Tigress (sidewheeler)   EFC869 
Tigress No. 2 (sternwheeler)  EFC251 
Tilda-Clara  (sternwheeler)   EFC1039 
Tiptonville, TN (river scene)  EFC1040 
Tom Dodsworth  (sternwheeler)  EFC1041 
Tom Greene (sternwheeler)  EFC103, 1042 
Tom Jasper  (sidewheeler)   EFC1043 
Tom Reese No. 2  (sternwheeler)  EFC271, 1044 
Tom Williams  (sternwheeler)  EFC1045 
Tomahawk  (sternwheeler)   EFC1046 
Tornado  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC1047 
Transfer Steamer     EFC1048 
Transporter  (sternwheeler)  EFC1049 
Turner Mill Race (mill race)  EFC930 
Twilight      EFC871 
Twin City  (ferry - Arkansas River) EFC1050 
Tycoon (sidewheeler)   EFC869 
Tyler (sternwheeler)    EFC869 
 
U 
U. P. Schneck  (sternwheeler)  EFC1051 
U. S. E. A. W. Tender   EFC326 
U. S. Mail (sidewheeler)   EFC660 
U. S. Ram Switzerland  (gunboat)  EFC1054 
Unidentified Photos    EFC1055 
United States  (sidewheeler)  EFC1056 
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Universe (sidewheeler)   EFC869 
Urilda (sternwheeler)   EFC543   
Ursie Boyce  (sidewheeler)  EFC1057 
 
V 
Valiant  (sternwheeler)   EFC1058 
Valley Belle  (sternwheeler)  EFC1059 
Valley Gem  (sternwheeler)  EFC263, 701, 1060 
Valley Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC1061 
Vega (sternwheeler)   EFC485 
Verne Swain  (sidewheeler)  EFC1062 
Verne Swain  (sternwheeler)  EFC1063 
Vicksburg  (sidewheeler)   EFC1064 
Vicksburg, MS  (riverfront scenes) EFC1065 
Victor  (sternwheeler)   EFC1066 
Victory Bowl – Mississippi Steamboat  EFC1067 
 Race 
Vienna  (sternwheeler)   EFC1068 
Vim (sidewheeler)    EFC914 
Vinson, Captain Dixie (portrait)  EFC1069 
Vint Shinkle  (sternwheeler)  EFC195, 1070 
Virginia  (sternwheeler)   EFC195, 353, 740, 1071 
Volcano  (sternwheeler)   EFC1072 
Volunteer  (sternwheeler)   EFC1073 
Von Phul  (sidewheeler)   EFC1074 
Vulcan  (sternwheeler)   EFC1075 
 
W 
W. A. Johnson  (sternwheeler)  EFC1076 
W. B. Arthur (sternwheeler)  EFC1077 
W. B. Calderwood  (sternwheeler) EFC1078 
W. C. Bradley  (sternwheeler)  EFC1079 
W. C. Hite (sidewheeler)   EFC485 
W. C. Mitchell  (sternwheeler)  EFC1080 
W. F. Curtis  (sternwheeler)  EFC1081 
W. F. Nisbet  (sternwheeler)  EFC1082 
W. H. Klein  (sternwheeler)  EFC1083 
W. H. Warwick  (sternwheeler)  EFC1084 
W. J. Bethea  (sternwheeler)  EFC1085 
W. J. Lewis  (sidewheeler)   EFC1086 
W. J. Quinlan  (sternwheeler)  EFC1087 
W. J. Young, Jr.  (sternwheeler)  EFC1088 
W. K. Phillips  (sternwheeler)  EFC580, 1089 
W. L. Dugger  (sternwheeler)  EFC1090 
W. L. Heckman  (sternwheeler)  EFC1091 
W. P. Snyder, Jr.  (sternwheeler)  EFC1092 
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W. P. Thompson (sternwheeler)  EFC185 
W. R. Arthur  (sidewheeler)  EFC1093 
W. S. Holt  (sternwheeler)   EFC1094 
W. T. Scoville  (sternwheeler)  EFC1095 
W. W.  (sternwheeler)   EFC1096 
W. W. O’Neil  (sternwheeler)  EFC1097 
Wabash  (sternwheeler - towboat) EFC1098 
Wake Robin  (sternwheeler)  EFC1099 
Wallace, Captain James E. (home of) EFC1100 
War Eagle (sidewheeler)   EFC85, 1101 
Warren, PA (river scene)   EFC1102 
Warsaw  (sidewheeler)   EFC1103 
Wash Honshell  (sternwheeler)  EFC1104 
Washington  (sternwheeler)  EFC1105 
Washington  (sternwheeler - packet) EFC1106 
Washington Irwin  (sternwheeler)  EFC1107 
Water Queen  (sternwheeler)  EFC1108 
Way, Captain Frederick (portrait)  EFC1109 
Weber W. Sebald  (sternwheeler)  EFC1110 
Wenona  (sternwheeler)   EFC1111 
Western (sternwheeler)   EFC1134 
Wheeling, WV (riverfront scenes)  EFC1112 
Whisper  (sternwheeler)   EFC1113 
White Cloud (sidewheeler)   EFC715 
Wild Wagoner  (sidewheeler)  EFC1114 
Will H. Isom  (sternwheeler)  EFC1115 
Will J. Cummins  (sternwheeler)  EFC1116 
Will Kyle  (sternwheeler)   EFC1117 
Will S. Hays  (sidewheeler)  EFC1065, 1118 
Willard V. King  (sidewheeler)  EFC1119 
William Edenborn  (sternwheeler)  EFC1120 
William G. Clyde  (sternwheeler)  EFC325, 1121 
William Garig  (sternwheeler)  EFC1122 
William Heil  (sternwheeler)  EFC1123 
William McClellan  (sternwheeler)  EFC1124 
William Preston Dixon  (sternwheeler) EFC1125 
William R. King  (sternwheeler)  EFC1126 
William Roberts    EFC871 
Williams’ Floating Gallery   EFC1127 
Wini Frede  (sternwheeler)   EFC1128 
Winnebago  (sternwheeler)  EFC1129 
Winona, MN (city scenes)   EFC1130 
Woodbury, KY – Green River Lock #4 EFC1131 
Woolcot Brothers (portraits)  EFC1132 
Wyoming  (sternwheeler)   EFC1133 
 




Yankton, SD (river scene)   EFC1134 
Yazonia  (sternwheeler)   EFC1135 
Yazoo City, MS (riverfront scene)  EFC1136 
Yellowstone  (sidewheeler)  EFC1137 
Yocona  (sternwheeler - towboat)  EFC1138 
Yuma (gunboat)    EFC797 
 
Z 
Zanetta  (sidewheeler)   EFC1139 
 
 
Jeffrey   05/09/2011 
